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- Creativity       -Intellectual invention

 

-Innovation      -Intelligence 
-Motivation      -Heraclitus 
-Bloom 

 



    

- Analogy                   -Metaphor 
- Perception Block    -Adams            

   



  

   

-Brain Storming

 

-Intuition         

 

-Ego 
-Ozborn 

 



     

-Evolution                    -Synthesis 
-Revolution                 - Creative Insight 
- Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT)

   



  

     

-Davis,S How do you Think?(HDYT)

 

-Roudsepp How Creative Are you?

 

-

 

Story Telling                        - Critical Thinking

 

-Assessment                           -Evans & Severetson

 

-Case Study                            - Reflective Analysis

  



    

  

  

-Problem  Based Collaborative Learning (PBL)

 

- Process        - Refinement         - Dunnette

  



  

    

- Thomas Buchard and M.hare
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Weisskoff- Joelson          -Thomas Eliseo

 

-Carlson & Gorman          -Barron & Harrington
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